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Reintroducing dipolar coupling between spin-1/2 nuclei (e.g., and in most cases the REDOR decay signals can be ana
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13C, 15N) and spin-1 2H, using phase-modulated deuterium
ephasing pulses, provides a simple and efficient basis for obtain-

ng peptide backbone torsion angles (f, c) in specific stable-
sotope enriched samples. Multiple homonuclear spin-1/2 interac-
ions due to isotopic enrichment can arise between neighboring
olecules or within a multiply labeled protein after folding. The

onsequences of 13C homonuclear interactions present during 13C-
observed, 2H-dephased REDOR measurements are explored and
the theoretical basis of the experimentally observed effects is
investigated. Two tripeptides are taken to represent both the
general case of 2Ha-alanine (in the tripeptide LAF) and the special
ase of 2H2

a-glycine (in the tripeptide LGF). The lyophilized tri-
peptides exhibit narrowed spectral linewidths over time due to
reduced conformational dispersion. This is due to a hydration
process whereby a small fraction of peptides is reorienting and the
bulk peptide fraction undergoes a conformational change. The
new molecular packing arrangement lacks homonuclear 13C spin
interactions, allowing determination of (f, c) backbone torsion
angles. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: solid-state NMR; CPMAS; 2H REDOR; rotational
resonance; dipolar coupling.

INTRODUCTION

Solid-state NMR is a unique tool for obtaining molecu
level structural details of a wide variety of compounds with
inherent restrictions to size or molecular ordering. Spe
stable-isotope labeling is an effective strategy for obtai
local structural information in biological systems (revie
(1–4)). An advantage of magic-angle spinning (MAS) so
state NMR among sophisticated high-resolution struc
methods is the flexibility in preparation state of the sam
crystalline, lyophilized, precipitated, membrane-bound, fl
frozen, or frozen solutions are all viable options.

One of the most powerful and widely used MAS method
modern solid-state NMR is rotational echo double reson
(REDOR) (5), which determines heteronuclear distances
tween spin-1/2 nuclei. The experiments are easy to per
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with the help of a simple master curve. Internuclear dist
measurements between spin-1/2 and spin-1 deuterium2H)
nuclei can be accurately measured using variations of sta
spin-1/2 REDOR (6–12). The method of PM5-REDOR (12)

ses optimized phase-modulated pulses to obtain efficie2H
dephasing.

PM5-REDOR was recently used with specific stable-iso
labeling to determinef and c peptide torsion angles (13).
Three peptide torsion angles define the backbone conform
of a protein, (f, c, v). A number of solid-state NMR a
proaches exist to measure peptide backbone torsion angl
provide definitive information of local protein structure (14–
22). PM5-REDOR determines peptide backbone confo
tional angles (f, c) by reintroducing13C–2H or 15N–2H dipolar
ouplings during MAS using the labeling scheme show
ig. 1. Site-specific stable-isotope labeling can be obtaine
tarting with commercially available enriched amino acids
olid-phase peptide synthesis or for growth medium su
ents in bacterial biosynthesis (23). The torsion angle,f i , can

be measured by reintroducing the dipolar coupling betwe
nonexchangeable deuterium at thea-proton position (2H i

a) and
13C-enrichedi 2 1 carbonyl carbon. The torsion anglec i is

determined in a separate15N–2H i
a PM5-REDOR experimen

between2H i
a and a15N-enrichedi 1 1 amide nitrogen. As i

REDOR, every resolved peak in the observed spectrum c
analyzed from one experimental run.

This scheme works well for both two-spin (e.g.,2Ha-ala-
ine) and three-spin (2H2

a-glycine) cases. The two-spin15N–
2H i

a PM5-REDOR experiment to obtainc i is sensitive to
b-sheet vsa-helical conformations even when signal-to-no
is relatively low. Comparing experimental data and theore
calculations results in two possible values forL-amino acid
torsion angles or four degenerate values of glycine to
angles. Readily available constraints from Ramachandran
of 13C–15N REDOR measurements on the same sample
result in unique torsion angles (13).

The labeling scheme shown in Fig. 1 is advantageou
extracting multiple structural constraints from a single sam
Four different nuclei can be observed, providing complem
tary spectroscopic information. The presence of multiple
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10513C–13C COUPLING EFECTS ON13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR
pairs can be problematic and complicates analyses, alth
new experimental procedures were recently developed to
multiple and simultaneous REDOR distance measurem
(24, 25). Unexpected or unavoidable neighboring spin inte
tions may occur in unordered, nondilute samples or in lab
proteins, particularly if the folded structure is not kno
Interference from15N–15N interactions between enriched ba-

one amides is unlikely due to the low gyromagnetic rati
15N and very weak homonuclear interaction strength. Howe
unexpected homonuclear13C interactions may be sufficien
strong to interfere with other measurements.

Our aim is to describe the effects of13C homonuclear inte-
actions on13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR experiments for two diffe-

nt tripeptides, L-leucylalanylphenylalanine (LAF) an
L-leucylglycylphenylalanine (LGF), labeled according to
scheme in Fig. 1. We demonstrate qualitative agreemen
tween experimental data and simulated PM5-REDOR d
curves with13C homonuclear coupling interactions. The th-
retical basis of the experimentally observed effects du
multiple spins is investigated. We also determine back
torsion angles in the absence of additional spin-1/2 coupl
due to separation of the peptides in an environment of r
enting molecules.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

13C{2H} REDOR Decay Curves

The 13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR decay curves of Fig. 2show two
xperimental dephasing curves for each labeled tripeptide
ata represented by filled squares are dubbed LAFafter and
GFafter. Presence of a “before” suffix indicates the state o

samples shortly following purification by preparative HP
and lyophilization. The “after” subscript refers to the sam

FIG. 1. Site-specific enriched tripeptides were synthesized following
ard FMOC chemistry using Rink amide resin and commercially ava
ite-specific deuterated (2Ha) amino acids (13). A 13Ci21–

2H i
a PM5-REDOR

distance measurement results in the conformational anglef i , similarly a
15N i11–

2H i
a distance measurement results inc i .
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LAFbefore and LGFbefore have significantly different REDO
decay curves (Fig. 2, open circles) than the after peptide
theoretical decay curves (solid curves). This difference is
pronounced in the three-spin case of glycine (Fig. 2b).
LAFbefore and LGFbefore

13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR decay curves d
not decay to zero; they level off at approximately 0.2 on
normalizedS(t)/S0(t) y-axis of Fig. 2.

The torsion anglef is the only free parameter of the cal
lated 13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR decay curves. Other parame
necessary for the calculations are identical to the previo
published description (13). The experimental decay curv
which best match the after samples are indicated by the
retical curves shown in bold. The data for the peptide LGafter

is new and givesfGly 5 670 6 10°. Values for LAFafter were
reviously published (13); the bold curve in Fig. 2a is for th
ownfield peak at 170.7 ppm and corresponds tofAla 5

1175 6 15°.

15N{2H} REDOR Decay Curves

The 15N{ 2H} PM5-REDOR decay curves of LAFbefore and
LGFbefore (open circles) and of LAFafter and LGFafter (filled
squares) are given in Fig. 3. The data of Fig. 3a are smo
with five-point adjacent averaging. The torsion anglec i is the

-
le

FIG. 2. 13C-Observed,2H-dephased PM5-REDOR decay curves of
LAF and (b) LGF. Experimental dephasing of the before samples is sho
open circles. Filled squares represent the experimental decay of the
samples. Simulated decay curves (solid curves) mark the limits of po
13Ci21–

2H i
a dipolar couplings: the two-spin (2Ha-alanine) case varies from 1

to 290 Hz; the three-spin (2H2
a-glycine) case varies from 146 to 234 Hz. T

eveling-off at;0.2 (open circles) is clear despite the decreased signal to
fter 15 ms resulting in experimental scatter.
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106 SACK ET AL.
only free parameter of the simulated15N{ 2H} PM5-REDOR
ecay curve (solid curves) and is determined by compar
ith the experimental decay. The after samples can be
cribed by the theoretical decay curves shown in bold.
GFafter data are new and givecGly 5 680 6 10°. Values fo
AFafter are reported elsewhere (13); the data shown in Fig. 3
ive cAla 5 1120 6 20°.
The 15N{ 2H} PM5-REDOR dephasing of the before samp

is within the range of the theoretical curves, yet does not fo
any single curve. The decay curves of the before samples
be described by linear combinations of curves correspond
multiple torsion angles arising from a sample of conformat
ally disperse peptides. It is not simple to deconvolute
curves. In particular the glycine residue can take on nearly
value. The torsion angles energetically allowed forL-amino
acids are restricted by the amino acid side chains w
sterically prohibit conformations in a manner descri
by Ramachandran plots (26, 27). It was previously show
that correlating permittedc i angles and corresponding PM
REDOR decays placea-helices at the top of the graph with
slow decay curve andb-sheets at the opposite extreme wit
relatively rapid decay curve (13). Many of the intermediat
curves are sterically prohibited. A linear combination of m
tiple decay curves would thus contain torsion angles ch
teristic of botha-helix and b-sheet conformations, which
feasible for the before peptides based on the chemical
values of the13C CPMAS spectra (28).

13C/15N CPMAS Spectra

The CPMAS spectra of before and after samples differ
in linewidths and in chemical shifts (Fig. 4). The linewidths
the before peptides are all much broader than the after pep
suggesting that the before peptide samples are conform
ally disperse. The CPMAS peaks correspond to a faster
induction decay than theT2 relaxation times measured with t

FIG. 3. 15N-Observed,2H-dephased PM5-REDOR decay curves of (a
circles. Filled squares represent the experimental decay of the after sam
couplings: the two-spin (2Ha-alanine) case varies from 51 to 125 Hz; the t
are smoothed by five-point adjacent averaging.
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S0(t) experiment (Table 1).The chemical shift difference
uggest a conformational change.
The 13C CPMAS spectrum of LAFafter is interesting for th

appearance of two peaks with different chemical shifts c
sponding to two differentfAla angles (13). The 15N CPMAS
spectra show two well-separated peaks, one from the15N-
labeled backbone amide of Phe and the other from the15N-
enriched terminal amino group of Leu (Fig. 1). If pept
hydrolysis was responsible for the changes between the b
and after peptides, it would be apparent in the15N CPMAS
spectra as a loss of signal intensity at the amide backbone
Some hydrolysis may have occurred in the LAFafter sample, bu
there is no evidence of peptide hydrolysis in the LGafter

sample.

Peptide Dynamics

To check for peptide dynamics, low-temperature13C{ 2H}
PM5-REDOR experiments at;200 K were performed o
LAFbefore. The linewidths (and PM5-REDOR decay curv
were indistinguishable from those of the room tempera
experiment (data not shown). The broad LAFbefore sample ap-

ears to be rigid.
The static2H spectrum of the LGFbefore sample contains on

rigid molecules while the LGFafter spectrum indicates a mob
fraction (Fig. 5). Although there is a dynamic fraction in
after peptides, most of the sample is rigid. The breadth o
powder pattern is 120 kHz. The fine features could origi
from a superposition of two species or a small anisotropy o
quadrupolar tensor.

1H spectra also demonstrate differences between the b
and after samples. Sharp1H spectral components are presen
LAFafter and LGFafter but are absent in the before samples (
6). A 2D 13C–1H HETCOR experiment showed that only
broad linewidth (rigid) protons participate in CP excitat
(data not shown). The sharp (mobile)1H peaks extend across

F and (b) LGF. Experimental dephasing of the before samples is show
. Simulated decay curves (solid curves) mark the limits of possible15N i11–

2H i
a dipolar

e-spin (2H2
a-glycine) case varies from 59 to 94 Hz. The experimental points i
) LA
ples
hre
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10713C–13C COUPLING EFECTS ON13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR
10-ppm range (Fig. 6, insets). A rapidly decaying peak;4.8
pm appearing in the1H spectra of the after peptides could

a water line. The presence of a water peak of similar magn
to the other peaks would be consistent with the adsorptio
molecular quantities of water.

To probe for mobility at the13C- or 15N-labeled sites, dire
90° pulse excitation was compared to CP excitation ex
ments in the LGFafter peptide (Fig. 7).Both 13C and 15N 90°
pulse excitation spectra reveal peaks not present in th
excitation spectra. These spectra can be explained b
presence of a mobile peptide population in the after sa
which does not participate in cross-polarization.

The relative intensities of the13C center bands are differe
between the two experiments (Fig. 7a). The data are cons
with mobile and rigid peptide populations that have the s
13C isotropic chemical shift. Spinning sidebands are abse

TAB
Linewidths, T2’s, and Chemical

Tripeptide

13C

(pDn)21

(ms)
T2

(ms)
Carbonyls

(ppm)

LAFbefore 1 10.8 170.5a

LGFbefore 1 8.2 171.4
LAFafter 6 13.8 170.7b

LGFafter 5 10.6 172.0

Note.All linewidths are broader than theT2’s calculated from theS0 (Hah
a There is also a shoulder at 173.6 ppm.
b This peak is plotted in Fig. 2. The upfield peak resonates at 170.0

FIG. 4. A sum of 32 spectra obtained after13C or 15N CPMAS–t–echo–t
or a 16-ms (15N) p-pulse, 65-kHz TPPM decoupling, and 5-kHz MAS. (1

(narrow), (c)13C LGFbefore (broad) and LGFafter (narrow), (d)15N LGFbefore (broa
rotor periods. The relative intensities of the backbone amide and the free
is no evidence of hydrolysis in the LGFafter sample.
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the mobile fraction at the relatively low MAS frequency o
kHz due to motional averaging of the chemical shift ani
ropy. The13C 90° pulse excitation spectrum was acquired
a repetition time between signal accumulations greater thaT1;
thus the mobile fraction can be estimated by comparing
grated peak areas. This results in approximately 20% o
peptides in the LGFafter sample being mobile, consistent w
the 1H data.

The 15N 90° pulse excitation spectrum of LGFafter shows two
additional lines not present in the CPMAS spectrum (Fig.
From the two different chemical shifts for each labeled15N we
can deduce two peptide populations of different conformat
Interestingly, the chemical shifts of the mobile fraction app
ing in the15N 90° pulse excitation spectrum match the CPM
chemical shifts of LGFbefore (Fig. 4d). The15N chemical shif
data of Figs. 4 and 7 suggest that the LGF sample was ini

1
fts of before and after Peptides

15N

(pDn)21

(ms)
T2

(ms)
Amide s

(ppm)
Amino s

(ppm)

1 14.5 118.0 38.7
1 9.8 118.4 36.9

7 22.6 119.1 42.3
10 40 111.0 41.1

cho) experiments.

.

. Spectra were acquired witht of 4–64 rotor periods, an 8-ms (13C) p-pulse
LAFbefore (broad) and LAFafter (narrow), (b) 15N LAFbefore (broad) and LAFafter

nd LGFafter (narrow).15N LAFafter is a single spectrum of 7000 scans using
ide peaks in LAFafter suggest that a fraction of the sample may be hydrolyzed. T
Shi

n e

ppm
–AQ
a)3C
d) a
am
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108 SACK ET AL.
static with multiple small variations in conformation. W
time, a minor fraction became mobile and most of the sa
changed to a new static conformation. The longT1 of the

11-ppm peak results in a reduced intensity in the d
xcitation experiment and estimates of the mobile frac
annot be made.
It is clear from the2H, 1H, 13C, and15N spectra that the aft

FIG. 5. Static2H spectra of (a) LGFafter and (b) LGFbefore. A total of 28,000
ransients were taken using a solid echo of two 90° pulses (2.5ms each) an
n echo delay of 100ms.

FIG. 6. 1H 90° pulse excitation spectra of (a) LAF and (b) LGF at 5-
MAS. The broad lines correspond to the before samples. The after p
spectra have narrow features which cover a chemical shift range approxi
0–10 ppm (enlarged in inset). The narrow peaks account for;20% of the tota
integrated area of the after spectra.
le

ct
n

samples contain a mobile fraction. However, PM5-RED
experiments are acquired with CP excitation and only the
population is observed.

13C Homonuclear Interactions

Plotting the 13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR decay curves of th
individual S0(t) (reference) andS(t) (PM5-REDOR) decay
revealed unexpected results. The before and after peptide
very similar S(t) decays while significant differences are
parent in theS0(t) decay (Figs. 8a and 8b).The referenc
experiment is simply CP excitation followed by a Hahn ec
Assuming the sameT2 for before and after13C peaks an
taking the ratioS0(t) before/S0(t) after results in an experimental13C

ecay curve which can be accounted for by homonuclea13C
dipolar couplings and is independent ofT2 relaxation (Figs. 8
and 8b, open triangles).

Only intermolecular13C dipolar interactions are possible
the undiluted isotopically enriched peptides since each pe
contains only one13C specifically labeled carbon (Fig.
Reintroduction of homonuclear dipolar coupling during ma
angle spinning occurs at the rotational resonance cond
D iso 5 mvR, where the difference in isotropic chemical sh
between the two signals to be recoupled (D iso) is equal to a
integer multiple (m) of the spinning frequency (vR) (29).
Dipolar interactions between13C pairs with the same isotrop
chemical shifts but different orientations of the principal C
tensors fulfill anm 5 0 rotational resonance condition. Un

5 0 conditions homogeneously broadened linewidths g
ally narrow with increasing MAS frequency until they
ompletely averaged with very fast spinning.
The spinning frequency dependent behavior at the rotat

esonance condition ofm 5 0 of 13C–13C dipolar broadene
linewidths was exploited to experimentally observe13C–13C
dipolar couplings in LAFbefore. S0(t) (CPMAS–t–180–t–AQ)
values were recorded at different spinning speeds (Fig
Experimental decay values at 12 ms were divided by

ide
ely

FIG. 7. 90° pulse excitation (top) vs CP excitation (bottom) of LGFafter

peptides. (a)13C spectra acquired with 2-kHz MAS and (b)15N spectra
acquired with 10-kHz MAS. The 30-s repetition delay of the 90° p
excitation experiment was not sufficiently long to get the full intensity o
111-ppm15N peak.
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10913C–13C COUPLING EFECTS ON13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR
10-kHz MAS value to removeT2 effects. Simulations usin
SIMPSON (30) show that the data could be described b
single13C–13C pair interaction with;100-Hz dipolar couplin
(Table 2). The simulations assumed the only interactions
between a central carbon and one, two, or three carbons
distant to it. The carbons were all given the same chemical
and CSA value. Simulations were run at a fixed dista
allowing only relative changes in CSA tensor orientatio
Aligned tensors have no decay. Table 2 gives a distributio
values at the maximum extreme.

FIG. 8. Normalized decay curves of (a) LAF, (b) LGF, and (c) theory.
filled squares,S0(t) before 5 open circles, andS0(t) after 5 filled circles. The ra
relaxation for both samples. The theoretical decay curves (c) are calcula
in the simulations. Plotted areS(t) (bottom set of filled symbols),S0(t) (top s
one 13C–2H moiety to rotate around thes yy axis of its 13C CSA tensor relativ

circles, 40°5 squares, 60°5 diamonds, and 80°5 triangles. See the te

FIG. 9. Normalized 13C S0(t) (CPMAS–t–echo–t–AQ) spectra from
LAFbefore at three different spinning speeds: squares5 2.5-kHz MAS; trian-

les5 5-kHz MAS; circles5 10-kHz MAS; solid lines are only to guide t
ye. The spinning speed dependent decay is due to anm 5 0 rotationa
esonance betweenintermolecular13C carbonyl carbons. Table 2 compares

intensities, normalized to 10 kHz at 12 ms to removeT2 contributions, betwee
xperiments and simulations. One or more13C pairs with;100-Hz coupling
an account for the observed homogeneous line broadening. An equ
xperiment observing15N did not display spinning speed dependent de

curves (data not shown).
a
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Conformational Dispersion

The before powders were prepared by lyophilization
flash-frozen peptide solutions. It is conceivable that mul
solution-state conformations of the peptide are trapped in
a powder. It is known that lyophilized samples can have m
broader solid-state NMR linewidths than precipitated solut
(31, 32) and that hydration can reduce conformational di
butions (33). Each observed nucleus located in a slightly
tered magnetic environment will resonate at a slightly di
ent, unresolved chemical shift and produce broad lines.

It is expected that the putative trapped conformations o
peptides are not in their lowest energy states. LAF and
linewidth changes over time could result from the collaps
multiple unstable conformations to a single lower energy
formation. The conformationally equivalent molecules wo
share the same magnetic environment and resonate at a
chemical shift. Either this rearrangement itself or/and the
vironment of reorienting molecules observed in the after s
tra as;20% of the sample destroys close13C–13C contacts
Narrow linewidths (;1 ppm) and the absence of13C homo-
nuclear interactions result in13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR dipola
dephasing decays which can be analyzed simply. It may al
possible to combine PM5-REDOR with multiple-pulse dec
pling (34) to extract quantitative results in the presence
additional spin-1/2 couplings.

Theoretical Background and Simulations

The REDOR evolution of a singleS 5 1 (2H) to I 5 1
2 (13C)

coupled spin pair is complicated by the presence of ho
nuclear interactions between13C nuclei of neighboring13C–2H

airs. To gain physical insight into the effect of these a
ional nuclear interactions on the experimental13C–2H PM5-

e experimental data (a) and (b) are plotted withS(t) before 5 open squares,S(t) after 5

0(t) before/S0(t) after (open triangles) is independent ofT2, assuming the sameT2

using the LAF experimental parameters. Decay due toT2 relaxation is not include
f filled symbols), andS(t)/S0(t) (open symbols). The theoretical model allo
o an otherwise identical13C–2H spin pair. Relative rotations are plotted for 2
for comparisons between experimental and theoretical curves.
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110 SACK ET AL.
REDOR decay curves, we consider a small spin system o
interacting13C–2H pairs. The influence of the13C–13C dipolar
coupling on the PM5-REDOR decay of this system will
discussed without attempting to derive analytical expres
for the decay functions.

The spin system under consideration consists of four s
two 13C spins (I 1 5 I 2 5 1

2) and two deuterons (S1 5 S2 5 1).
The system is restricted to magnetically equivalent car
with identical isotropic chemical shifts and principal chem
shift tensor parameters. Consistent with the general ca
2Ha-amino acids, each carbon atom is directly coupled to
one deuterium,I 1 to S1 andI 2 to S2. The internuclear distanc
within these pairs are equal. The deuterium quadrupolar
action parameters are also equal. The magnitudes of the v
connecting the carbon and deuterium atoms in each pa
equal, as well as their relative orientations with respect to
own quadrupolar principal axis system (PAS). The only
mitted differences between the13C–2H spin pair moieties wi
be their relative orientations around a fixed13C–13C distance
For our discussion this simple model is sufficient to ob
insight into coherent evolution during13C{ 2H} REDOR exper-
iments.

The Hamiltonian of this system includes RF pulses onl
the S-spins and can be written schematically as

H~t! 5 H RF
1 1 H Q

1 1 H IS
1 1 H CSA

1 1 H II
12

1 H CSA
2 1 H IS

2 1 H Q
2 1 H RF

2 , [1]

where the first and the last terms,HRF
1,2, represent the RF puls

on S1 and S2, respectively;HQ
1,2 are the time-dependent qu-

rupolar MAS Hamiltonians;HIS
1,2 are the time-dependent h-

eronuclear interactions between the carbon and deutero
each of the two pairs

H IS
1,2 5 v IS

1,2~t!I Z
1,2SZ

1,2, [2]

CSA
1,2 indicate the time-dependent CSA MAS Hamiltonian

Normalized Experimental and S

Coupling strength Experimentala 119

13C interactions N/A 1
I c 0.53 0.49
II d 0.78 0.82

a Experimental values are from Fig. 4.
b Euler angles are optimized to give maximum decay values using S
c Extent of peak intensity decay after 12 ms with 2.5-kHz MAS norm
d Extent of peak intensity decay after 12 ms with 5-kHz MAS normal
o
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the carbons; andHII
12 is the time-dependent homonuclear M

interaction Hamiltonian between the carbons

H II
1,2 5 2v II

12~t!I z
1I z

2 2 1
2 v II

12~t!~I 1
1 I 2

2 1 I 1
1 I 2

2 !. [3]

ll of these terms are considered in our numerical calcula
n the (I 1S1)(I 2S2) spin system. For our discussion we

approximate the total HamiltonianH(t) by transforming it to
multispin interaction frame and considering only the zero-o
part of the resulting Hamiltonian.

This was done in a recent publication for a single carb
deuterium spin pair (12). There we transformed the dipolar p

f the Hamiltonian to an interaction frame defined by
uadrupolar and RF Hamiltonians. Here we do the sam
oth spin pairs and define transformation operators sta
ith the S-spin subspace:

US~t! 5 T expH2i E
0

t

dt~H Q
1 ~t!

1 H RF
1 ~t! 1 H Q

2 ~t! 1 H RF
2 ~t!!J . [4]

An additional transformation operator can be defined in
I -spin subspace,

UI~t! 5 expH2i E
0

t

dt~H CSA
1 (t) 1 H CSA

2 (t)!J , [5]

defined by the CSA Hamiltonians. WhileUS(t) commutes with
HCSA

1 1 HII
12 1 HCSA

2 , the UI(t) operator commutes with a
parts of the total Hamiltonian exceptHII

12. The interaction
Hamiltonian defined by both transformation operators,

ulated 13C Intensities at 12 ms

Simulationsb

(4.0 Å) 90 Hz (4.4 Å)

3 1 2 3
.41 0.35 0.68 0.57 0.
.74 0.67 0.90 0.83 0.

SON (30).
ed to the decay at 10-kHz MAS to removeT2 effects.

to the decay at 10-kHz MAS to removeT2 effects.
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H̃~t! 5 U I
21~t!U S

21~t!~H IS
1 1 H IS

2 1 H II
12!US~t!UI~t!

5 H̃IS~t! 1 H̃II~t!, [6]

as two terms, the heteronuclear and homonuclear interac
espectively,

H̃IS~t! 5 v IS
1 ~t!I z

1Sz
1~t! 1 v IS

2 ~t!I z
2Sz

2~t!

H̃II~t! 5 2v II
12~t!I z

1I z
2

2 1
2 v II

12~t!~I 1
1 ~t!I 2

2 ~t! 1 I 2
1 ~t!I 1

2 ~t!!. [7]

he time dependence of the operators is a result of theUI ,S(t)
ransformations. As long as the dipolar interaction coeffici
re smaller than the spinning frequency and the detecti
ynchronous with the spinning, it should be sufficient to
cribe the REDOR experiments by a zero-order average
ltonian,

H# 5 E
0

TR

dtH̃~t! 5 H# IS 1 H# II , [8]

whereTR is the time needed for one revolution of the roto
When the first term (H# IS) is diagonalized in the manifold

spin states of each spin pair separately, the 12 eigenstate
eigenvalues (energies) are of the formua 1,2p1,2& with 1

2 l p
1,2 and

ub 1,2p1,2& with 2 1
2 l p

1,2 for the threeS-state indicesp 5 1, 2,
3 (12). The magnitudes of these eigenvalues are determin
the quadrupolar and dipolarI 1,2S1,2 tensor parameters in t
rotating frame and depend on the shape and phases
REDOR pulses on theS-deuterium spins.

Recently, we showed that PM5-REDOR pulses resu
eigenvalues that increase the REDOR decay of powders
taining 13C–2H spin pairs (12). A schematic representation
he eigenvalues of one of the spin pairs, together with the
ransition frequencies that determine the REDOR oscilla

FIG. 10. An example of energy levels of an isolatedI 1S1 spin pair (lef
side), which illustrates the six eigenvalues of the diagonalized zero
HamiltonianH# IS (right-hand side). The three frequency components com-
ing PM5-REDOR decays are indicated.
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by
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ero order, without a homonuclear interaction eachIS spin pair
contributes three cosine frequency terms of equal intens
the REDOR signal of theI -spins. Thus, the two spin pa
contribute six frequencies for each crystallite. The two
pairs have the same normalized REDOR powder de
S1,2(nTR)/S0

1,2(nTR). The powder signal of the two spin sy-
ems becomes

S1~nTR! 1 S2~nTR!

S0
1~nTR! 1 S0

2~nTR!
5

1

24p 2 E dV O
i51

2 O
p51

3

cosl p
i ~V!nTR,

[9]

where the orientational dependent eigenvalues1
2 l p

1,2(V) are a
function of the initial orientationV of the crystallites.

To show the validity of the zero-order approximation
simulated REDOR curves, one obtained from a zero o
average Hamiltonian calculation in the interaction frame
one with a full stepwise integration in the rotating frame,
compared in Fig. 11. Although the two curves do not f
overlap, they are similar enough to justify a zero-order
proach to understanding the spin evolution.

The presence of theII coupling requires that we combine
two eigenvalue schemes of the twoIS spin pairs. The tota
number of states becomes 36,

ua 1a 2p1q2&, ua 1b 2p1q2&, ub 1a 2p1q2&, ub 1b 2p1q2&,

[10]

wherep,q 5 1, 2, 3. Their undisturbed energy levels for e
crystallite are6 1

2 (l p
1(V) 6 l q

2(V)).
The form of the zero-order time-independentII interaction

Hamiltonian becomes

H# II 5 1
2 d# 12~V!~I 1

1 I 2
2 1 I 2

1 I 1
2 !. [11]

er

FIG. 11. Simulated PM5-REDOR decays of anIS spin pair. The soli
curve was calculated using an approximate Hamiltonian while the d
curve is a full calculation. The zero-order and full calculations are sim
enough to justify a zero-order assumption.
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The value of its coefficient is proportional to the carb
carbon dipolar interaction and is thus proportional to (1/r 12)

3,
with r 12 the distance between the carbons. Furthermore
coefficient is a complicated function of the CSA tensor par
eter of the spins, and in our case of their relative orientatio
each crystallite. In practice, only numerical calculations
yield the actual values ofd# 12(V), taking into account all CS
parameters. When the principal values of the CSA tensor
equal, the coefficients depend strongly on the relative ori
tion of the two tensors and become zero when these tenso
aligned. In fact, an expression ford# 12(V) was derived earlie
for the m 5 0 rotational resonance condition (35).

The II interaction in Eq. [11] has matrix elements o
between eigenstates in Eq. [10] that are diagonal in theS-spin
states and connectua1b2& with ub1a2&. There are nine such pa
in the 363 36 matrix representation of the zero-order H
iltonian (Fig. 12),

ua 1b 2p1q2&ub 1a 2p1q2&

1

2 S l d# 12

d# 12 2lD , [12]

here thel’s are differences of the forml 5 (l p
1(V) 2

l q
2(V)) and d# 12 5 d# 12(V). The off-diagonal elements w

change the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and thus the o
REDOR signal. The six oscillation frequencies of the RED
signal of each crystallite will therefore change according to
shifts of the eigenvalues to six different frequencies.

When the off-diagonal elements are much smaller
the differences between the eigenvalues of the indivi
carbon– deuterium spin pairs, their influence will be ne
gible. In general, the diagonal elements of these subma
are nonzero. Only when the twoIS-spin pairs are aligne
can we expect thatl p

1(V) 5 l p
2(V). In this case the PAS

he CSA tensors are also aligned and thed# 12(V)’s will
ecome zero. In general, however, the complexity of

FIG. 12. Scheme of the zero-order HamiltoniansH# I 1S1 1 H# I 2S2 1 H# II of
he transition frequencies of one of nine sets of energy levels with and
is
-

in
n

re
a-
are

-

all

e

n
al
-
es

e

pin system will require numerical calculations to evalu
he l-values and the effective carbon dipole– dipole c

plings.
The effect of thisII coupling on our REDOR decay curv

is determined by the ratio between the (l p
1(V) 2 l q

2(V)) and
thed# 12(V) values and can result in a quenching of the effec
homonuclear interactionH̃ II by the effective heteronucle
interactionH̃ IS. The ratio (S1(nTR) 1 S2(nTR))/(S0

1(nTR) 1
S0

2(nTR)) of the simulated curves (Fig. 8, open symbols) m-
ics the experimental leveling-off of LAFbefore (Fig. 2). Calcula-
ions for the four-spin system (2H–13C–13C–2H) used the ful
equation of motion of the density matrix.

Figure 8c plots theoretical curves as a function of
relative orientation of the CSA tensors between interac
carbons of neighboring13C–2H spin systems. The calcul-
tions of (S1(nTR) 1 S2(nTR)), (S0

1(nTR) 1 S0
2(nTR)), and

(S1(nTR) 1 S2(nTR))/(S0
1(nTR) 1 S0

2(nTR)) were made wit
a fixed 13C–13C distance (4.2 Å5 100 Hz). One13C–2H
moiety of the13C–13C pair was rotated relative to the oth
around thes yy axis of its 13C CSA tensor in steps of 2
(20 – 80°). The parameters used in the simulations are
from the LAFbefore experiment shown in Fig. 8a. What resu
is relatively little change in the (S1(nTR) 1 S2(nTR)) decay
curves (bottom set of solid symbols), whereas the Hahn
decay signal of the interacting carbons (S0

1(nTR) 1
S0

2(nTR)) without REDOR pulses on the deuterons
strongly influenced by the homonuclear interaction (top
of solid symbols).

The calculated curves do not includeT2 relaxation. Taking
ratios of experimental curves with the sameT2 relaxation
emovesT2 effects. The experimentalS0(t) before/S0(t) after curves

are remarkably similar to the theoretical (S0
1(nTR) 1 S0

2(nTR))
ecay with an 80° difference between13C CSA tensor orien-

tations. Similarities to the experimental curves are limite
qualitative interpretations, however, because of the compl
of the system.

our-spin system in the manifold of product spin states that diagonalize
thout influence of the homonuclearII interaction are shown on the right.
a f
wi
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The presence ofintermolecular 13C–13C interactions pre-
ents the13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR curves from decaying to ze

It is seen experimentally and theoretically that homonuc
13C spin interactions only significantly perturb theS0(t) (ref-
rence) experiments while effects on theS(t) (PM5-REDOR

decays are small. A theoretical description of quenchin
relatively weak13C–13C interactions by the reintroduction
13C–2H heteronuclear dipolar couplings in theS(t) experimen
was developed.

The broad lines of the lyophilized powders (13C, ;4 ppm;
15N, ;10 ppm) appear to originate from conformational-
persion. A slow conformational change of the entire sam
(on the order of weeks) can explain the narrowed linewi
(13C, 15N, ;1 ppm). Disruption of molecular packing by co-
ormational rearrangements in an environment of reorien
olecules in the after peptides appears to removeintermolec-

ular 13C–13C interactions, allowing13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR di-
polar dephasing curves to decay to zero. The peptide to
anglesf andc of the after tripeptides were determined us
PM5-REDOR.

The mobile fraction of LAFafter and LGFafter peptides (;20%)
does not participate in CP. The13C{ 2H} PM5-REDOR exper-
iments are unaffected by this mobile population since
excitation serves as a mobility filter. This project demonstr
the advantages of multiple labels within a single peptide
ple for providing complementary spectroscopic probes
peptide structure and dynamics.

EXPERIMENTAL

The standard FMOC synthesis and HPLC purification
L-[1-13C, 15N]Leu-[2-2H]Ala-[ 15N]Phe (LAF) was previousl
described in detail (13), L-[1-13C, 15N]Leu-[2-2H2]Gly-[ 15N]Phe
(LGF) was synthesized and purified in an identical mann
parallel. Purified peptides (.89%) were lyophilized overnig
and packed into Bruker zirconia rotors fitted with Kel-F
caps.

After tripeptide synthesis, purification, and lyophilizati
identical fractions of the LAFbeforesample were packed into a
and 7-mm rotors. After about 1 month, changes in the P
REDOR decay, spectral linewidths and positions of the 7
rotor LAF sample prompted questions into the differen
between LAFbefore and LAFafter. Relyophilization of a moistene

AF sample in the 4-mm rotor appeared to prolong the c
cteristics described as LAFbefore, although slow changes in th

sample were eventually observed as well. The LGFbefore sample
was initially packed into a 7-mm rotor. After 4 months
sample was transferred to a 4-mm rotor. The observed sp
changes in LGF mirrored what had occurred in the L
sample. Our final samples were therefore LAFbefore (4-mm
otor), LAFafter (7-mm rotor), LGFbefore (7-mm rotor), and

LGFafter (4-mm rotor).
ar
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ments.1H (300.13 MHz) spectra were calibrated to an exte
adamantine sample at 1.8 ppm.13C (75.47 MHz) spectra we
calibrated to an external glycine carbonyl chemical shif
176.04 ppm.15N (30.41 MHz) spectra were calibrated to
external solid NH4Cl sample at 38.5 ppm.2H (46.07 MHz)
dephasing used phase-modulated (PM5) pulses. Acqui
parameters for the PM5-REDOR measurements under 5
MAS and numerical simulations of the data were identica
the previously published description (13).
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